Chapter 2
Circulation

The TMP serves to manage the approximately 5,000 guest vehicles that arrive at the resort on
peak weekends and holidays.
The Resorts’ location south of Big Bear Lake results in traffic approaching the ski area from the
east and west along State Routes (SR) 18 and 38. Specific routes and approaches are focused
on SR 330/SR 18 from San Bernardino, SR 18 from the Lucerne Valley, and SR 38 from
Redlands.
The busiest approach is SR 330/SR 18 through San Bernardino and through the main corridor of
the City. Figure 1 shows the location of the Resorts in relation to the regional roadway system
and the general distribution of approach traffic.
Morning arrivals to the Resorts are more concentrated than afternoon departures and, therefore,
congestion in the morning as the parking lots load is more severe than during the afternoon. The
afternoon departure patterns are also metered by shuttle bus operations from the Resorts to the
off-site parking lots.
As described above, the Resorts experience 25-30 busy days per year (Peak Days) with
approximately five days per year (Maximum Days) experiencing very heavy traffic flows and
parking demands. While these Peak Days and Maximum Days are heavily influenced by weather
and snow conditions, they occur generally on weekends from Thanksgiving to March, including
the three-day weekend holidays. The period from the middle of December through the New Year
holiday typically represents some of the heaviest periods of visitation to both Resorts and Big
Bear Valley at large.
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PARKING LOT DEPLOYMENT
Lot Locations
The greatest influence on the traffic patterns to the Resort is the location of the parking lots and
the direction of guests to those lots.
Figure 2 shows the locations of the two base lots and the four primary off-site lots.2 The two base
lots will provide pre-paid parking on Peak Days and Maximum Days, while the off-site lots will
continue to offer free parking. The off-site lots will be connected to the Resorts via a shuttle system
operated by Mountain Transit.

Lot Capacity
The capacity of the lots is as follows:
Location
Paid/Base Lots

Snow Summit
Bear Mountain
Subtotal

Free Lots

Sandalwood
Fox Farm
Brownie
Moonridge
Backward Look
Subtotal
TOTAL

Parking Capacity
Non-Peak Days
Peak/Maximum Days
700
700
700
700
1,400
1,400
1,500(1)
712
725
0(2)
0
2,937
4,337

1,500(1)
712
725
1,197
350
4,484
5,884

(1) Sandalwood lot is still under development. Capacity is an estimate.
(2) Moonridge lot is available on Non-Peak Days if needed.
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Figure 2 also shows the location of a secondary off-site parking lot (Backward Look).
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Lot Loading Sequence
The loading sequence of the parking lots affects the strategies for facilitating traffic approaching
the Resorts.
The base lots will be pre-paid lots, which means on Peak Days and Maximum Days these lots
would be open to arriving traffic all day long. The intent of this strategy is to require pre-paid
reserved parking, which would expedite loading of the lots. All other traffic would be directed to
the free off-site lots and only pre-paid parking would be allowed to approach the paid base lots.
The free lots would be loaded in three phases, beginning with the Sandalwood and Fox Farm lots.
Once the Sandalwood and Fox Farm lots are full, the Brownie lot would be opened and loaded in
Phase 2. Once the first three free lots are full, the Moonridge lot would be opened and loaded in
Phase 3. The Backward Look lot would also be opened and loaded in Phase 3 (if necessary),
although unlike the other free lots, it would not be served by the Mountain Transit shuttle bus due
to the constrained geometrics of the facility.

TRAFFIC CONTROL
Guide Signs
The backbone of the guest information system will be a series of fixed and changeable message
signs (CMS) along Big Bear Boulevard. Figure 3 shows the locations of the fixed signs and CMS
and Figure 4 shows the typical messages that will be displayed during each of the three Phases
of free lot availability. As the free parking destinations change from the Sandalwood and Fox Farm
lots to the Brownie lot and then to the Moonridge lot, the wayfinding signs will update with
directions to these lots.
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Big Bear Boulevard
With the parking lot loading sequence determined, the organization of approaching traffic on Big
Bear Boulevard can be developed. Figures 5A through 5C show the traffic plan for connecting Big
Bear Boulevard to the various parking lots.
Eastbound Traffic. Traffic approaching from the west and destined for free parking would be
directed to use the left lane of Big Bear Boulevard. During the loading of the Sandalwood and Fox
Farm lots, the eastbound traffic would be directed to turn left at the signalized intersection of Big
Bear Boulevard & Fox Farm Road (Figure 5A). Resorts staff at the intersection of Sandalwood
Drive & Fox Farm Road would be able to toggle traffic between the Fox Farm and the Sandalwood
lots to efficiently load the traffic from Big Bear Boulevard.
Once the Sandalwood and Fox Farm lots are filled, free parking for vehicles from the west would
be directed to turn onto Moonridge Road toward the Brownie lot (Figure 5B).
When the Brownie lot is filled, the eastbound traffic on Big Bear Boulevard traffic would be directed
to continue east on Moonridge Road to reach the Moonridge lot (Figure 5C).
The paid base lots for the Resorts would be open and loaded during the morning hours and would
coincide with the opening and loading of the free Sandalwood and Fox Farms lots in Phase 1,
resulting in nearly full utilization within those paid facilities during the Phase 1 period and a
significant reduction in associated vehicular traffic as the demand shifts to the free lots in Phases
2 and 3.
Traffic approaching from the west and destined for paid parking would be directed to use the curb
lane to turn onto Summit Boulevard to reach the Snow Summit base lot or onto Moonridge Road
to reach the Bear Mountain base lots.
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Westbound Traffic. Traffic approaching from the east and destined for free parking would be
directed to use the curb lane, while traffic destined for paid parking would be directed to use the
left lane.
During the loading of the Sandalwood lot, traffic will be directed to turn right at the intersection of
Big Bear Boulevard & Sandalwood Drive and head toward the Sandalwood lot entrance at the
intersection of Sandalwood Drive & Business Center Drive North (Figure 5A).
Once the Sandalwood lot is filled, westbound traffic will be directed to continue using the right
lane Fox Farm Road and then shift to the left lane to turn left at the intersection of Big Bear
Boulevard and to Moonridge Road to head toward the Brownie lot (Figure 5B).
Once the Brownie lot is filled, both free and paid parking will continue to be directed to turn left at
the intersection of Big Bear Boulevard & Moonridge Road to head toward either the free parking
at the Moonridge lot or the paid parking at the Bear Mountain base lots (Figure 5C).
Traffic approaching from the east and destined for paid parking will be directed to use the left lane
on Big Bear Boulevard to turn left at Moonridge Road for the Bear Mountain base lot or at Summit
Boulevard for the Snow Summit base lot.

Staff Deployment
The implementation of the TMP will require field personnel to direct traffic and parking flow. Field
personnel will fall into three categories: Traffic Control Personnel, Parking Fee Collection Staff,
and Parking Directors.
Figure 3 shows the deployment of the Traffic Control Personnel, focusing on each of the lots as
they fill. These staff members would be responsible for communicating with the Traffic Control
Supervisor to determine when to change the CMS messages along Big Bear Boulevard.
Traffic Control Personnel would have specific assignments based on location:
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Sandalwood Drive & Fox Farm Road – The staff member would be responsible for
communicating with the parking staff at both the Sandalwood and Fox Farm lots to be able
to toggle approaching traffic between the two lots. This will be an important position to
prevent the backup of arriving traffic from spilling onto Big Bear Boulevard. Traffic Control
Personnel at the vehicular entrances to the two free lots would be responsible for directing
vehicles into the lots at the appropriate driveways, and for assuring priority treatment for
shuttle buses.



Summit Boulevard & Brownie Lane – This position would attempt to prevent traffic seeking
free parking from passing the intersection of Summit Boulevard & Brownie Lane. The
vehicles that are stopped here would be sent eastbound on Brownie Lane back to Big
Bear Boulevard.



Rathburn Drive & Elm Street – This is adjacent to the new roundabout, and this staff
member would manage the traffic seeking free parking at the Moonridge lot. The guide
sign facing eastbound traffic approaching the westerly roundabout will separate the
Moonridge lot free parking from the traffic destined for the paid parking along Club View
Drive to Bear Mountain. The Traffic Control Personnel at the Rathburn Drive & Elm Street
intersection will direct traffic easterly on Rathburn Drive to the parking lot entrance. There
may be the need for a second Traffic Control Personnel at the east end of this lot if
substantial traffic approaches from the east on Rathburn Drive.

Because there will be no San Bernardino County Sheriff’s Department personnel on the street
directing traffic this year, the Traffic Control Personnel would be Resorts staff or certified contract
traffic control staff. Resorts staff would require training and certification to direct traffic on public
streets.
Parking Fee Collection staff would be needed at the base lots to check for pre-paid passes.
Parking Directors would assist traffic transition from the street to the parking spaces within the
parking lots. Directed parking has been employed in the Resorts lots for years to speed the
parking process and reduce the backups onto the public streets. Directed parking also increases
the effective parking supply by assuring that cars are efficiently parked within the lots.
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Parking Directors will move from lot to lot as the lots fill. The morning peak inbound flow will
require Parking Director crews at both the Fox Farm and Sandalwood lots. As the Fox Farm lot
fills, the Parking Director crew would move to the Brownie lot to prepare to accept inbound flow if
the Sandalwood lot also fills. The crews could then move to the Moonridge lot if it appeared that
the Moonridge lot would be used that day.

KEY INTERSECTION OPERATIONS
Figures 6A through 6D depict the traffic flow by user-group through key intersections in the TMP
area during the peak morning arrival period. The operational description of each intersection is
provided below:


Summit Boulevard & Big Bear Boulevard (Figure 6A) – At this intersection, traffic destined
for free parking at Fox Farm or Sandalwood should be in the left eastbound lane and
proceed straight through the intersection. All traffic destined for paid parking should be in
the right eastbound lane, where those headed to Snow Summit should turn right and those
headed to Bear Mountain should proceed straight. The only Resorts-associated
westbound traffic at this intersection should be headed to paid parking at Snow Summit
and should turn left at this intersection. Resort traffic will be directed not to turn onto
northbound Summit Boulevard.



Moonridge Road/Garstin Drive & Big Bear Boulevard (Figure 6B) – At this intersection,
traffic destined for paid parking at Bear Mountain coming from west should be in the right
eastbound lane and turn right at the intersection. Traffic coming from the east should be
in the left-turn lane and turn left at the intersection. All traffic destined for paid parking at
Snow Summit should be in the right westbound lane and proceed straight through the
intersection. The only traffic associated with free parking destinations should be coming
from the west and in the left eastbound lane and proceed straight through the intersection.
Resort traffic will be directed to turn onto northbound Garstin Drive.



Fox Farm Road & Big Bear Boulevard (Figure 6C) – At this intersection, traffic destined
for paid parking should only be headed southbound and traffic headed to free parking
should only be headed northbound. Paid parking traffic should be organized by
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destination, with Snow Summit traffic in the southbound curb lane and Bear Mountain
traffic in the southbound center lane. Paid parking traffic should proceed southbound
straight through the intersection. Drivers destined for free parking should turn left in the
northbound direction at this intersection.


Sandalwood Drive & Big Bear Boulevard (Figure 6D) – At this intersection, the only
Resorts traffic should be approaching from the north, with all free parking traffic turning
right southbound and all paid parking traffic headed southbound straight through the
intersection.

2022-23 CIRCULATION CHANGES
The TMP continues to emphasize the SR 38 approach through Redlands as an alternate
approach to the Resorts area. This route is typically less congested and vehicle navigation
systems should become more effective at directing guests to SR 38 as the locations of the free
parking lots are added to their systems.
This TMP organizes approaching guest traffic on Big Bear Boulevard differently than in the past.
With the new free Sandalwood lot joining with the existing Fox Farm lot, the initial approach of
morning traffic can be directed to two intersections along Big Bear Boulevard (at Sandalwood
Drive and at Fox Farm Road) to turn toward the two free lots. The mountain base parking lots will
be pre-paid parking and inbound traffic flow to these lots can also be focused on two Big Bear
Boulevard intersections (at Summit Boulevard and at Moonridge Road).
The TMP organizes approaching traffic on Big Bear Boulevard to separate free parking and prepaid parking before guests leave the Big Bear Boulevard corridor. It is anticipated that this
organization will reduce the congestion along Big Bear Boulevard. Should congestion remain
along Big Bear Boulevard, the TMP anticipates providing information via CMS at the intersection
of Big Bear Boulevard & North Shore Drive advising eastbound traffic that free parking is available
via the North Shore Drive route. Once the congestion along Big Bear Boulevard subsides or if the
Sandalwood and Fox Farm free parking lots are filled, the messaging for the alternate North Shore
Drive route would end.
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The 2022-23 season will also see a change in the deployment of Sheriff’s Department personnel
in the field. This year, the Sheriff’s Department will no longer be controlling traffic along Big Bear
Boulevard but, rather, will be on site to enforce traffic laws and respond to incidents, which the
Sheriff’s Department believes would be a better use of its forces that would increase their
effectiveness.
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